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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a connected reductive linear algebraic group defmed over an algebraically closed field of 
zero characteristic, V,+ a simple G-module with highest weight X, P a parabolic subgroup of G, and 
L a Levi subgroup of P. Generalizing a result of M. Demazure, we give an upper bound for the 
multiplicities of simple L-modules in the decomposition of the restricted G-module resL VA. From 
this we get information about the rate of decay of relative multiplicities for certain simple sub- 
groups of simple groups. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected reductive linear algebraic group defined over an al- 
gebraically closed field of zero characteristic. For a reductive subgroup H c G 
and a simple G-module VA with highest weight X we denote by resHVx the 
H-module obtained by restricting the representation of G on VA to H. The 
branching rule is a device for computing the multiplicities mult( W, VA) = 
dim HomH( W, resH VA) for each simple H-module W. We consider the case 
H = L, where L is a Levi subgroup of a. parabolic subgroup P c G. For any 
given X the decomposition of resL VA into irreducible components can be com- 
puted in terms of generalized young tableaux in the sense of Lakshmibai and 
Seshadri, see [6,7]. In this paper, we are concerned with the’behaviour of mul- 
tiplicities for large A. The result which we obtain generalizes the estimate of 
*Research has been supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, SFB 237, and by the 
Russian Foundation for Basic Research. Grant No. 89-01-00329. 
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M.Demazure for maximal tori, see [3]. Namely, let I be the semisimple rank of 
G, r = dim G/P, WL the Weyl group of L, and assume that P does not contain 
simple factors of G. Then for any simple H-module W one has the estimate 
mult(W, VX) 5 Co(#W,). WI’- + I), w h ere CO is determined by G and the 
norm choice on the character group of a maximal torus (see Theorem 3.2). 
We apply this result for estimating the so called relative multiplicities for 
certain pairs (G,H). By relative multiplicities we mean the numbers 
mult( W, VA)/& where do = dim VA. For a large class of subgroups H c G, 
e.g., for all reductive H, dim H > 0, in G simple, the relative multiplicities tend 
to zero for each W as ]]A]) + 00. This fact is a simple consequence of known 
theorems about group characters. Since we did not find the result in literature, 
we give a proof in Appendix. Our proof is based on measure theory and does 
not say anything about the rate of decay of relative multiplicities. Therefore an 
estimate of these numbers, even in special cases, might be of interest. We pro- 
vide such an estimate at least for one H in each simple G. Namely, let 1 be the 
rank of G and assume 12 2. Then we construct a simple subgroup H c G of 
rank (I - 1) such that for every simple H-module W the relative multiplicities 
of W in resHVi are smaller than or equal to C. (IlXll + l)‘-‘, where C is a 
constant which does not depend on W (see Theorem 4.3). 
2,DEMAZUREOPERATORS 
Fix a Bore1 subgroup B c G, a maximal torus T c B, and let W be the Weyl 
group. The character group X(T) is regarded as a lattice in the real vector space 
Xu( T) = X(T) 8’~ R. Introduce a W-invariant scalar product (., .) in Xn( T), 
denote by (I.]] the associated norm function and’put (X, p) = (2(X, j~)/]]~]]~) for 
X, p E Xu( T). The convex hull of a subset F in the Euclidean space Xn( T) is 
denoted by conv(F). 
Let H[X( T)] be the group ring of X(T). The elements of H[X( T)] are written 
as finite sums x = C +(x)ep, cP(x) E Z. For any such x we put 
supp (x) = conv{&,(x) # 0) c J&(T), 1x1 = max, Ic,(x)l. 
Throughout the paper, we assume that the root subgroups corresponding to 
positive roots are in B. The set of simple roots is denoted by H. For every (Y E II 
let s, be the corresponding reflection. The Demazure operator i%fa is a linear 
operator in Z[X( T)], defined on the exponentials by 
M,(~P) = e-e(,P+e _ &p+e))(l _ e-a)-i, 
where e is the half-sum of positive roots, see [3, 61. (We remark that in [3] the 
operators A4, are denoted by AZ.) One checks easily that 
eP + eP_” f.. . + eP-(PPb if (P, a) 2 0, 
(1) M,(dy = 0 if (P,(Y) = -1, 
_&&+a _ . . . - eP+(-h4-lb if (~,a) 5 -2. 
For every root cy define the function pa(p) on Xn (T) by 
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(2) ~44 = maxw,w W4,4 
Then p,(p) > 0 and p&) = max,,+w (WV(P), a) = -minw&w(& o), 
showing that 1 (w(p), a)/ I pa(p) for all w E W. 
Lemma 2.1. Let p E X(T), x E H[X(T)] and ussume that supp (x) c 
conv(W - p). Then: 
6) supp (K(x)) C conv(W. cl); 
(ii) W&l I @P,(P) + 1) . IA. 
Proof. Since So = v - (v, (~)a, it follows from (1) that supp (M&e”)) is 
contained in the line segment [v,s~v]. Let x = C cVe”, so that M,(x) = 
C cvMa(eY). Then 
supp (M,(x)) C conv 
( llP(,, hwl) c convWA 
which proves (i). In order to prove (ii), write M,(C) = xdylre* for every 
v E supp (x). Then M,(x) = CzXe* and z,, = EVES, cvdvT, where S, = 
{V E supp (x)/r E [v,s,(v)]}. For v E supp (x) one has 
v= c Pw(W*P), OIPWI 1, ,&v=l. 
WEW 
Thus I(~,41 5 max,,w ](w.p,o)/ =pa(p). For u E S, one also has V= 
?r + ~CX, where 2k must be integer if v E X(T). The number of points v satisfying 
these conditions does not exceed 2p,(p) + 1. Therefore 
14 5 (maxn,,u,(x) I4 . “2 I44 5 1x1 . (UP, + l), 
* 
where we used that d,, E { - 1 , 0, I}. This proves (ii). Cl 
Let w E W and let w = sa, ’ . . . -so, be a reduced decomposition of W, i.e., 
r = I(w), the length of w. Then the product of operators M,, . . . . . M,, does not 
depend on the choice of the decomposition and is denoted by M, see [3]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let n(w) be the set of all simple roots such that the coresponding 
reflections occur among sai in the decomposition of w. Let d = d, = #n(w) and 
n(w) = {q, , . . . , aid}. Then 
lMW)I 5 I<j<rnfj ,,. id @PWb)+l) 5 Co41Pll’-d+ 11, 
__I It 9 
where Co depends only on G and the choice of the invariant scalar product in 
&x(T). 
Proof. Define inductively elements xi E h[X( T)] by 
x,+1 = e P, Xj=M,,(xj+i), i=r,r-l,..., 1. 
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It follows from (i) of Lemma 2.1 that supp (xi) c conv(VV . p) for all i. Apply- 
ing (ii) of the same lemma we get 
(3) I&l 5 (2&%(p) + 1). IXi+llr i= l,...,r. 
However, for some i we have a better estimate. Namely, choose the numbers i, 
in the definition of n(w) so that il < i2 < . . . < id and ok # CXL if k > is. We 
claim that then 
(4) IX&l I IX$fllr s= l,...,d. 
Indeed, let xi, + r = C c,e”. Then 
XL = Mai, (xi,+l) = C C c,d,l eK+‘ai*, 
S~SUPP (%.+I) IEZ 
where & E { - 1, 0, I} by (1). Now, also by (l), we have 
supp(xis+l) cLL+iz.cyi,+, +...+H+,. 
Thus, any v E supp (xi,) is uniquely written in the form v = 7r + loi,, 7r E 
supp (xi, + 1). The corresponding coefficient in the decomposition of xi, is cad,l, 
so its absolute value does not exceed Ic,I showing (4). Combining (3) and (4), we 
obtain the assertion of the lemma. Cl 
We now apply this result to special elements of W related to parabolic sub- 
groups. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G containing B, L the reductive Levi 
subgroup of P containing T, and R,(P) the unipotent radical of P. Denote by 
fly the subset of 17 consisting of simple roots with root subgroups in L. The 
Weyl group of L is denoted by WL and regarded as a subgroup of W. Let WG 
and wL be the elements of maximal length in W and, respectively, in WL. Write 
WL . w’ = wG, where w’ satisfies I(wL) + I(w’) = I(wo). 
Lemma 2.3. Assume that P does not contain simple factors of G. Then 
Lqw’) = Il. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that G is simple. Then we 
have L # G. Let amax be the maximal root, amax = CuEn c,a, c, > 0. As- 
suming n(w’) # l? take /? E 17 - n(w’) and write ~‘(a,~~) = CoEU d,a. 
Clearly, dp = co > 0, so w’(amax) is a positive root. If at least one d,, cr E 
17 - l7~, is positive then WG(%,ax) = WL(~ d, ) * p Q is osi ive which is impossible. ‘t’ 
If d, = 0 for all (Y E 17 - I?= then wc(o,& is a root of L. However, WG((Ymax) = 
-Qmax, and SO wG(amax) cannot be written as a linear combination of elements 
of Ir,. The contradiction just obtained shows that 17 - n(w’) is empty. q 
Lemma 2.4. We keep the notation and assumption of the previous lemma. Let 
I = #II be the semisimple rank of G and r = dim G/P. Then r > 1 and for 
p E X(T) one has 
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Wd(4 I CO. (ll~ll’-’ + 11, 
where CO is the constant from Lemma 2.2. 
Proof. Since I(w’) = I(wc) - l(wl;) = dim R,(P) = dim G/P, this results from 
Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. 0 
3. AN UPPER BOUND FOR MULTIPLICITIES 
We assume without saying that all G-modules which we consider have finite 
dimension and all representations are rational. For a given G-module V, let V* 
denote the dual module and let [V] be the equivalence class of V in the Gro- 
thendieck group of G. Any character X E X(T) is canonically extended to B. 
Let .CA denote the corresponding homogeneous line bundle on the flag variety 
X = G/B. If L is the Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup P then the same 
character extended to BL = B n L defines a line bundle on Y = L/BL. This 
bundle is the restriction of JCJ, to Y c X, and we denote it again by .CX. Each 
cohomology space H’(X, ,CA) has a natural structure of a G-module, and Bott’s 
theorem says how this G-module can be determined, see [l]. Namely, H’(X, CA) 
is non-trivial exactly for one i if A + Q is regular and is trivial for all i if X + Q is 
singular. Further, if X + e is regular then there exists a unique element w E W 
such that p = w(A + Q) - Q is dominant. Then the only non-trivial cohomology 
module has dimension i = l(w) and is isomorphic to V;. The Euler character- 
istic x,(eX) is an element of the Grothendieck group: 
x,(4 = zFo (--1Y .W'(X,&)l. 
_ 
We have just seen that the sum has at most one non-zero term the sign of which 
is determined by Bott’s algorithm. Extend xX linearly to Z[X( T)]. 
Theorem 3.1 (G. Kempf [5]). Let wo and WL be the elements of maximal ength in 
Wand, respectively, inWL. Write WL . w’ = wG, where w’satis$es I( WL) + i(w’) = 
l(wo). Then 
(5) [resL v>t] = x,(Md(e’)) 
in the Grothendieck group of L-modules. 
Proof. The proof is found in [5]. Our exposition follows the paper of P. Littel- 
mann [6]. 0 
Denote by QL the half-sum of positive roots of L. 
Theorem 3.2. Let l be the semisimple rank of G, P c G a parabolic subgroup, L 
the Levi subgroup of P, r = dim G/P and W a simple L-module. If P does not 
contain simple factors of G then 
mult(W, VA) 5 CO(#WL) - (IIW + 1) 
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for all highest weights A, where Co depends only on G and the choice of the in- 
variant scalar product in XR ( T). 
Proof. Write M,,(&) = x = C x,,ep, hence ~,(M,,J($)) = CxPx,(e”). By 
Bott’s theorem, the H-module H’( Y, 1=,) is either simple or trivial. Define the 
numbers q&) letting q&u) = 1 if H’( Y, C,) N W as H-modules and q&) = 0 
otherwise. It follows then from (5) that 
If x is the highest weight of W then, again by Bott’s theorem, q&) = 1 if and 
only if there exists w E WL such that i = l(w) and x + QL = w(p + QL). If such 
an element wexists, it is unique and determines the pair p, i. Thus the number of 
terms with positive contribution in the above sum is smaller than or equal to 
the order of WL. Therefore 
mult( W, VJ I (#W> . 1x1. 
By Lemma 2.4 it follows that Ix] = lM,t(e”)) 5 CO. (IlXll’-‘+ l), where CO is 
the constant from Lemma 2.2. Note that the highest weight of V; is -we(X), so 
its norm equals ]/XII. Together with the above estimate, this completes the 
proof. Cl 
Applying this result to L = T, we obtain the following estimate. 
Corollary 3.3 (M. Demazure [3]). Let m(p, A) be the multiplicity ofweight u in 
VA. Then for all A, ,Y one has 
m(u, 4 5 CO. (llW- + 11, 
where N is the number ofpositive roots. 
For our next result, we must have control over the multiplicities when restrict- 
ing a representation to a further reductive subgroup with the same semisimple 
part. We denote by ZG the center of G. 
Lemma 3.4. Let H C F be reductive subgroups of G, S a torus contained in ZF, 
s=dim S/(SflZ G ) , and F = H * S. Then there exists a constant C such that for 
any irreducible H-module W andfor all X one has 
mult (W, VA) 5 C*(IIAI]“+ l)*lllaXj {mult (Wj, VA)}, 
where { Wj} is the set ofpairwise non-isomorphic F-modules such that 
resn Wj 2: W. 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that S is contained in the fixed max- 
imal torus T. Let s* c S be a torus which projects onto S/(S f~ Zc) and has fi- 
nite intersection with Zc. The restriction homomorphisms X(T) --) X(S) + 
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X(S*) extend uniquely to linear mappings &(T) + &(S) + &(S*) whose 
composition is denoted by rr. Fix a Euclidean norm on &(S*). Then 
r(conv (W . A)) is contained in the ball of radius R _< Cl . (/XII, where Ci is a 
constant depending on the norm choice. The number of integer points in the 
ball of radius R does not exceed C, - (RS + 1). Thus there is a constant C such 
that 
(6) # n(conv (Wax)) nX(S*) 5 C. (IlXl]” + 1). 
On the other hand, 
mult( W, VA) = C IllUlt( Wj, VA). 
j 
By Schur’s lemma, the torus S acts on each Wj by scalar operators. The corre- 
sponding characters of S are restrictions of weights of V,J. In particular, their 
further restrictions to S n Z, are the same, and so each of them is determined 
by its values on S*. Since the weights of VA are contained in conv (VU. A), the 
number of different Wj with non-trivial contribution in the above sum does not 
exceed the right hand side of (6), and our assertion follows. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let P c G be a parabolic subgroup that does not contain a simple 
factor of G, L the Levi subgroup of P and H = L’ the commutator subgroup of L. 
Then there is a constant C such that for any simple H-module W andfor all X one 
has 
mult( W, VA) 5 C. (I(XJlr-‘+s + l), 
where I is the semisimple rank of G, r = dim G/P, ands = dim ZL/ZG. 
Proof. Take F = L, H = L’ and S = ZL in Lemma 3.4 and apply the bound of 
Theorem 3.2 to all numbers mult( Wj, VA). 0 
4. RELATIVE MULTIPLICITIES 
In this section we assume G semisimple. Recall that dx is the dimension of VA. 
Let H be a reductive subgroup of G such that the projections of H to all simple 
factors of G have positive dimension and let W be a simple H-module. Then 
(7) 
The proof is given in Appendix. Our goal here is to give an estimate of this ratio 
for certain simple subgroups of simple groups. 
From now on we assign numbers to simple roots. For G simple, we do this 
following [2]. So let (~1,. . . , a~ be the simple roots, WI,. . . , w[ the fundamental 
weights, and PI,. . . , PI the maximal parabolic subgroups in G related to 
a,..., a/ in the following way. For any k, k = 1,2,. . . , I, the subgroup Pk 
contains B = B+ and all ‘negative’ root subgroups associated with cyj for i # k. 
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Denote by @$ the set of (positive) roots with root subgroups in R,(Pk). A root 
01 is in QJ~ if and only if a = cf= 1 ciai, where ck > 1. Note that #@k = 
dim R,(Pk)’ = dim G/Pk and let 
rk = dim G/Pk, r* = min {q, 12, . . . , r[}. 
Fix a positive constant Dt such that 
(8) maxi=r,...,O, 01) 2 DI . IlXll 
for all dominant weights X. Let 02 = max ol,~(~, a). For simple groups Dz = 
h - 1, where h is the Coxeter number. 
Proposition 4.1. One has 
dx 2 (D. IIAII + I>‘*, 
where D = Dl/Dz. 
Proof. Write X = cf=, aiwi and choose k with ak = maxi= I,..., lai. If (Y = 
cf=, CiOi E @k then (8) yields 
(A, a) = ii1 aici 2 wk 2 ak 2 Di . IIXII. 
Therefore 
> (D - IIX(( + l)‘* 
by Weyl formula and by the definition of DI ,D2. 0 
For simple groups, it is important to know the simple roots cri with rr = r*. To- 
gether with the values of r., they are listed in the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.2. For simple groups, the numbers r* and i with ri = r* are as fol- 
lows. 
Type At, I > 1 : r* = I, i = 1, I; 
Type B2 : rr =3, i= 1,2; 
TypesBtandCt, 123: r,=21-1, i=l; 
TypeD4: ri =6, i= 1,3,4; 
TypeDt, 125: r,=21-2, i=l; 
TypeEg: rr = 16, i= 1,6; , 
Type El : r* = 27, i = 7; 
Type Es : rc = 57, i = 8; 
Type F4 : r* = 15, i = 1,4; 
Type GZ : r*=5, i=1,2. 
If I 2 2 then i-th vertex on the Dynkin diagram has exactly one adjacent vertex 
and so the maximal semisimple subgroup of Pi is simple. 
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Proof. For any k the type of the maximal semisimple subgroup of Pk is easily 
determined from the Dynkin diagram. Finding the minimum of rk = dim G/Pk 
is a straightforward computation. The last assertion follows from the list. 0 
We now combine these results with Corollary 3.5. Let Lk be the Levi subgroup 
of Pk. 
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a simple group of rank I > 2. There exists a simple sub- 
group H c G of rank (I- 1) and a constant C such that for every simple H-mod- 
ule W andfor all X one has . 
mult(W, VA) < 
dx - (,,A(( +cl,i-’ * 
More precisely, H is the commutator subgroup of Lt, where the number i is de- 
terminedfor each simple group G in Proposition 4.2. 
Proof. The center of this subgroup H is one-dimensional, and so one has 
mult( W, VA) 5 C. (((X]]r’-l+l + 1) 
by Corollary 3.5. Since r* = ri, our ineqiality (with another constant) follows 
from Proposition 4.1. Cl 
5. APPENDIX 
Let G = Gi . G, . . . . . G,,, be the decomposition of a connected semisimple 
group G into simple factors, pi : G + Ad(Gi) the projection mappings, H c G a 
reductive subgroup, H” its connected component. 
Theorem. Ifpi # {e}foreveryi, i = 1,. . . , m, then (7) holds for each simple 
H-module W. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that the ground field is C. Choose 
maximal compact subgroups Ki c Gi, i = 1, . . . , m, and it4 c H in such a way 
that M c K = Kl . & . . . . K,. Let M” be the connected component of e in M. 
Sincepi .# { e } , we also have pi(M”) # {e}. Thus Ker(pj) n M has smaller 
dimension than M. It follows that the subset 
A = M n (UC 1 Ker(pi)) C M 
has Haar measure zero. Now, let XX be the character of VA. For G simple and 
x E K it is known that 
(9) 
if and only if x does not belong to the center of K, ‘see [B, 9,4]. For G semisimple 
and x E K, it follows that (9) is true if and only if x $2 u,: 1 Ker( pi). Thus, un- 
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der our assumption we have (9) for almost all x in M. Denote by xw the char- 
acter of a simple H-module W. Then 
XX(X) = C mult( W, VA> - XW(X) 
W 
for x E M, where W ranges over the set of all pairwise non-isomorphic simple 
H-modules. By the orthogonality relations for characters this implies 





mult(K VA> <dim w 
4 - 
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